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A generalized O-graph i.~ awnnected graph with 3 palths between apair of vertices of degree 
3. It is showi:~ that uny graph having the same ckomatic polynomial as a generaiized O-graph, 
must be isomorphic to tk generalized O-graph. 
The generuZ&?d O-graph, denoted by t)dd,F is a finite, undirected, loopless, 
simple, connected graph consisting of 3 edge-disjoint paths between 2 vertices of 
dejpee 3. All other vertices have degree 2. These paths have lengths d, e, and f 
respectively, where d s e s fi The graph has n = d + e + f - 1 vertices and d + e + f 
edges. This graph is shown to be chromatically unique, i.e., if there exists another 
graph Y whose chromatic polynomial 9iY, A) is equal to S(e,,,,,, A), the chroma- 
tic: polyromial of e4e,r, then Y is isomorphic to 19~,,,. 
To establish the chromatic polynomial of &+ we can use [Z, Theorem 11, which 
states that the chromatic polynomial of a graph is equal to the sum of t,he 
chromaric polynomial of the graph with 1 edge ackkd, plus the chromatic polyno- 
mial of the graph with the 2 endpoints (whSose < dgc was just ;idded) identified. 
For d > 1 we add the edg= connecting the 2 vertices of degree 3 to obtain 2 
graphs, G and H. G consists of 3 cycles with exactly one t&e in common, and H 
consists of 3 cycles with exactly one common vertex. (With d’= 1, chrom:k 
uniqueness of the e-graph if shown in Chao and Whitehead [ 13.) 
It is well-known that the chromatic pol.ynomial of the cyt:le c;f !ength i is 
@Cl, A) = (A - l)[(A - l)‘-’ +(-l)‘]. Therefore !PC8,q,,f, A j -- NG, A ) c :?Y I-f, A i. 
w?ere 
9J(G, A)= NC,.,, 
A) * SW,, +,, A) * !FJK-, ,, A) 
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by [2, Theorem 31. It is important o note that Q)(@ae.F A) is divisible by (A - 1) but 
nl,t -by (A - 1)2. ’ 
Mow let Y be a graph such that P( Y, A) =P(@dqfi A), To establish the 
&morphism of Y and 6ae,f, the fohowing properties of Y are necessary aad 
WfRC!ienQ: 
(I) Y is a orsnnected graph with I+- 1 edges. Since BdGf is connected and has 
n + 1 ede, the coeffici(mt of A*“’ in S(@h,,fs A) is n + 1 an5 A ’ has nonzero 
coeRki&t. By [2, Theorem 11 and C%Mary 1.41, 8( Y, A) = WOd,ePF A) means Y 
hza these propertks also. 
(2) +I’he degree of every vertex of Y is at least 2. Since Y is connected, no 
vertex has degree 0. If there exists a vertex v of degree 1, then 
where Y‘ is obtained from Y by deleting the edge joined to u, and identifying v 
with the vertex to which it was connected. For it a 3, Y’ cannot be coked with 
just d color (it ti co~ected and has at least 2 vertices). Thus (A - 1) is a factor of 
4b( Y’., A ), making P(Y, A) divkible 6y (A - Q2. This is a tintradiction. 
‘3) ‘1’ must be of the desk4 form. Since Y has one more edge than vertex and 
is o~)~nected, with no vex-&s of degree 2: it follows that Y has one of the 
folloVrirlg three forms: 
‘Wilh form (a), Y’ consists of 3, cycles, sdy of lengths i and j, connected by an 
ist!unl~~ of length nla 1. PT := .i + j-t m - ! and 
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The cycles overlap in I&.] In this case, a( Y, A) is clearly divisible by (A I- 1j2- 
contradiction. 
Eorfn (b) is t&n&w. Here 2 cycles of 
one point, and 
lengths i akld k, n =: h + k -- 1, overlap at 
again, clearly divisible by {:A - l)*, contradicting what was previously- noted. 
This leaves Dnly form (c) 
(b) 
e’ 
r \ \ \ /_E_& __+ (cl 
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Fig. 2. 
(4) If Y = ti&S,f’ then d = d’, e = e’, f = f’. So far, Y is connected, has n vertices 
I (2 of degree 3, n - 2 of dd:gree a), y1+ 1 edges, and does not contain an isthmus. 
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Both Ode,f and Y = OdV,c8t,f contain three cycles. The lengths of these cycks, cw 
1’ be ordered as fcAows: 
This ordering is a direct consequence of assuming that d s e s f and a’ s-z t” C. i’. 
Case 1. d-kefd’+e’. 
i 
Let tn = min (d + e, d’ + e’). Then the coeffici/:nt of 
% A n-m*1 in the chromatic polynomials of graphs Od.c.f and $d,d’.r,+f. will lx cfiffcxrlt TV> 
I 
t Whitney’s broken qde theorem; one graph will contain a broken cycle of Icn~~tll 
i m - I while the other graph &-KS not. This contradicts the f:irt th:~t .P( OsI, . ,: ) 
PM d’,P’.f’9 0 
-- 
I wcbuld Iike to 
ewmragement. 
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